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Beverage Technology at its coolest.
Lancer Europe. The coolest beverage technology on the market.

Lancer first pioneered advanced beverage-dispensing equipment over 40 years in San Antonio, Texas and became one of the industry leaders.

Four decades later the name Lancer is synonymous with the very best in beverage dispensing systems featuring ingenious design, quality durable materials and ease to use. Whether it’s our top-selling Ice Beverage Dispensers (IBD) or our patented valves, we have achieved worldwide recognition as a provider of optimum beverage dispensing solutions.

Our products record of satisfying customers’ needs and catering for and their demand earned us our global reputation.

But what really solidifies and maintains that reputation is our passion for innovation, our engineering expertise, our product reliability and the fact that our premium products consistently exceed client expectation.

Our expertise lies in delivering unrivalled beverage dispensing systems that guarantee customers can serve the coolest of drinks while pumping up their profits. Our expertise explains our impressive track record and has led to Lancer becoming recognized as a leader in the beverage dispensing industry.

Some of our latest product introductions

- **Smart Cart** – this light mobile multi-purpose drink distribution unit can be deployed anywhere. Solidly constructed yet light and easy to handle, it serves soft drinks in premix or packaged format and can serve fast flowing draft beer and even warm food. Snap frames also allow merchandising signage to be instantly attached or changed.

- **The FBD 352 for Frozen Carbonated Beverages** is the most compact Frozen Carbonated Beverage unit available. This next generation platform is the ultimate unit for dispensing perfect FCB with consistently high overrun.

- **The ‘Artica’** handles all your un-carbonated frozen beverages dispensing needs with ease. This fast freezing and high volume unit - is compact and attractive. Its Turbo Cooling Circuit considerably reduces freezing and recovery times. Extremely versatile, the Attic dispenses quality frozen coffee, slush, energy drinks and shakes.

- **The ‘Unicorn’** tower re-invents the bar gun as a beautifully crafted eye level dispenser. Its self-contained, sleek design creates a small footprint with flexible clamp-on or through bar mounting. The Unicorn handles up to four brands with carbonated water and with volumetric technology.

- **You will always find enough counter-space for the ‘Flavor Craze’, which is the smallest footprint 6-Flavor plus soda plus water Tower on the market. Also available with flavor shot capability by reducing the number of main brands.**

- **Coca-Cola Bottlers will be able to ‘Future Proof’ their assets by replacing their existing R134a refrigerated Lancer beverage dispensing equipment with Lancer CO2 refrigeration decks, which are currently under development. Lancer’s unique lift-out refrigeration deck, now offers the substantial benefit of easing the changeover to CO2. It reduces cost because only the refrigeration deck needs to be changed, instead of the complete unit.**

- **The clever ‘Easy Tap’** Fast Pour Beer dispense tap will greatly simplify your beer dispense operation. Mechanically operated, its effectiveness is astonishing. Singlehandedly operated it fills a pint, with pre-set foam control, within 6 seconds. Easy Tap can be retrofitted onto any existing dispense font and system.

- **Magnum 4- and 6 flavor Barguns** ensures drinks meet Coca-Cola drink quality standards. The key to this innovative step-change is the patented recirculation to the dispense head in combination with ceramic flow controls. Available in different lengths, including a tailor-made holder, they are rapidly changing the nature of barguns. Much to the delight of both bar-owners and consumers.
LEV Lancer Electric Valve

**LEV, Lancer’s State of the Art Post Mix Valve.**

The Lancer Electric Valve is built with the highest quality materials and advanced technology providing our customers with consistent drink quality.

**Features:**
- The LEV is a very easy to install post mix valve.
- Lancer Electric Valve flow rates are adjustable by means of Ceramic Flow Controls.
- Model 100: 3.0 Flow adjustable from 44 ml/sec to 88 ml/sec of finished drinks.
- Model 145: 4.5 Flow adjustable from 74 ml/sec to 148 ml/sec of finished drinks.
- Restricted flow adjustment plug option: Model 100 59.2 ml/sec
- Model 145 97.7 ml/sec.
- Allows easy field repair and adjustment.

---

**Specifications**

- **INTERFACES:**
  - Standard Lever
  - Self-Service Lever
  - Push Button
  - Portion Control
  - Portion Control with Counter

- **FINISHED DRINK LOW RATES:**
  - Model 100: 3.0 flow adjustable from 44 ml/sec to 88 ml/sec
  - Model 145: 4.5 flow adjustable from 74 ml/sec to 148 ml/sec

- **ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:**
  - 24 VAC 50/60 Hz

- **PRESSURE REQUIREMENTS:**
  - **Water**
    - Mod. 100: min. 2.8 bar/40 psi / max. 7.7 bar/110 psi
    - Mod. 145: min. 2.1 bar/30 psi / max. 7.7 bar/110 psi
  - **Syrup**
    - Mod. 100: min. 1.4 bar/20 psi / max. 4.9 bar/70 psi
    - Mod. 145: min. 1.4 bar/20 psi / max. 4.9 bar/70 psi
  - **Syrup Sugar Free**
    - Mod. 100: min. 0.7 bar/10 psi / max. 4.9 bar/70 psi
    - Mod. 145: min. 0.7 bar/10 psi / max. 5.6 bar/80 psi

- **MOUNTING BLOCK:**
  - Same as, Lancer LEV, Cornelius SF-1 Cole SEV, McCann Turbo Flo Jr., Dele FFV

---

**.Customer Service:**
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

**Warranty:**
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
LVV, Lancer’s ‘Best in Class’ performance.

The Volumetric Valve is built with the highest quality materials and advanced technology providing our customers with consistent drink quality.

**Features:**
- Over 500,000 Lancer Volumetric Valves in the market.
- Lancer Volumetric Valve is the only market proven valve in the industry (10 years).
- Reduced service costs (no rebrixing), once set, no adjustment, tamper proof.
- Lancer Volumetric Valves using volumetric metering give accurate ratio over life of valve.
- A Lancer valve designed for Coca-Cola to be the benchmark for other valves.
- Designed to insure ratio stability working at fluctuating flowpressures of water and syrup.
- Allows easy field repair and adjustment.

**LVV Programmer**
PN: 52-1420

**LVV Lancer Volumetric Valve**

**Specifications**

- **INTERFACES:**
  - Standard Lever
  - Self-Service Lever
  - Push Button
  - Portion Control
  - Portion Control with Counter

- **FINISHED DRINK LOW RATES:**
  - Red Flow Washer: 44 ml/sec / 1.50 oz/sec

- **PRESSURE REQUIREMENTS:**
  - Water
    - Min. 2.8 bar/40 psi / max. 7.7 bar/110 psi
  - Syrup Sugar
    - Min. 1.4 bar/10 psi / max. 4.9 bar/70 psi
  - Syrup Sugar Free
    - Min. 0.7 bar/10 psi / max. 4.9 bar/70 psi

- **ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:**
  - 24 VAC 50/60 Hz

- **MOUNTING BLOCK:**
  - Same as, Lancer LEV, Cornelius SF-1 Cole SEV, McCann Turbo Flo Jr., Dole FFV.

**Customer Service:**
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

**Warranty:**
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
ICE Cooled

- ICE Beverage Dispenser 4500
  IBD 22 inch
  IBD 30 inch
  IBD 44 inch

- ICE Beverage Dispenser 4500—without Cold Plate
  IBD 30 inch

- Bevariety
  ACIB
  Drop-in

- ICE Dispenser 4400
  ICD 22 inch
  ICD 30 inch

- ICE Cooled Drop-in Dispenser
  Model 2200 15 inch
  Model 2300 23 inch
  Model 23300 30 inch

- ICE Chest Model 400
  Model 15 inch
  Model 21 inch
  Free Standing 15 inch
  Free Standing 21 inch
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IBD 4500 Ice Beverage Dispenser

Customizable, efficient, and profit producing.

The IBD is Lancer’s no. 1 selling self-serve dispenser. Hard-plumbed syrup and water lines deliver excellent ice-cold drinks thanks to Cold Plate Technology. Versatile valve configurations and a portion-control option allow for easy beverage cost monitoring. Topped with a compelling wrap-around display, the IBD is a favorite of our customers.

**Features:**
- Industry standard platforms in 22 inch - 6 valve, 30 inch - 8 or 10 valves, 44 inch - 12 valves lever or push button dispensing versatility.
- Illuminated interchangeable front graphics, standard fluorescent 15 watt light bulb.
- Visual low-ice indicator lights up to alert the need for ice in the dispenser bin.
- High-capacity drip tray to handle customer ice and beverage over-fill helps avoid safety hazards and drink station clean-up from spills.
- Unique hex-drive ice agitation and dispense drive system for trouble-free operation and long service life.
- High-capacity ice storage bin.
- Multiple valve configurations available for self-serve and portion control operation to control beverage costs.
- Heavy Duty Stainless Steel construction, exterior and interior
- Fully insulated storage bin and drip tray controls condensation and helps avoid moisture related safety hazards.
- Plumbing access front and rear for installation flexibility.

**Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Model 22&quot; width: 558 mm / 22.00 inches</th>
<th>Model 30&quot; width: 762 mm / 30.00 inches</th>
<th>Model 44&quot; width: 1117 mm / 44.00 inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>775 mm / 30.50 inches</td>
<td>864 mm / 43.00 inches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Electrical:**
- 115VAC/60Hz, 3 AMPs
- 230VAC/50Hz, 1.5 AMPs

**ICE (CUBE):**
- Model 22": capacity: 82 kg / 164 pounds
- Model 30": capacity: 113 kg / 249 pounds
- Model 44": capacity: 163 kg / 359 pounds

**Weight:**
- Model 22" with ice: 184 kg / 405 pounds
- Model 30" with ice: 238 kg / 524 pounds
- Model 44" with ice: 344 kg / 758 pounds

**ICE MAKER COMPATIBILITY:**
- Accepts 30" and 22" wide ice makers (adapters may be required).
- Manual front load when ice maker installed.
- Variable automatic agitation timer.

**Customer Service:**
If you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.be

**Warranty:**
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.

**ICE MAKER COMPATIBILITY:**
- Accepts 30" and 22" wide ice makers (adapters may be required).
- Manual front load when ice maker installed.
- Variable automatic agitation timer.

**FLEX MANIFOLD CONFIGURATION:**
- 8 valve: 3-1-1-3
- 10 valve: 3-1-2-1-3

**Draw Performance:**
- Number of drinks below 4.4 °C / 39 °F.
- 24 °C / 75 °F ambient temperature
- 350 ml / 12 drinks per minute
- 32 °C / 90 °F ambient temperature
- 350 ml / 8 drinks per minute
- Units can supply drinks under 4.4 °C / 39 °F, at rated draw performance continuously as long as ice is kept on cold plate.

**Space Required:**
- 22" width: 775 mm / 30.50 inches
- 30" width: 775 mm / 30.50 inches
- 44" width: 775 mm / 30.50 inches

**Valves:**
- LEV® other valves available upon request

**ICE COOLER SPECIFICATIONS:**
- **Model:**
  - **DIMENSIONS:**
    - 22" width: 558 mm / 22.00 inches
    - 30" width: 762 mm / 30.00 inches
    - 44" width: 1117 mm / 44.00 inches
  - **Depth:**
    - 775 mm / 30.50 inches
  - **Electrical:**
    - 115VAC/60Hz, 3 AMPs
    - 230VAC/50Hz, 1.5 AMPs
  - **ICE (CUBE):**
    - Model 22": capacity: 82 kg / 164 pounds
    - Model 30": capacity: 113 kg / 249 pounds
    - Model 44": capacity: 163 kg / 359 pounds
  - **Weight:**
    - Model 22" with ice: 184 kg / 405 pounds
    - Model 30" with ice: 238 kg / 524 pounds
    - Model 44" with ice: 344 kg / 758 pounds
  - **ICE MAKER COMPATIBILITY:**
    - Accepts 30" and 22" wide ice makers (adapters may be required).
    - Manual front load when ice maker installed.
    - Variable automatic agitation timer.
  - **Flex Manifold Configuration:**
    - 8 valve: 3-1-1-3
    - 10 valve: 3-1-2-1-3
    - Note: specifications are the same for 8 and 10 valve.
  - **Draw Performance:**
    - Number of drinks below 4.4 °C / 39 °F.
    - 24 °C / 75 °F ambient temperature
    - 350 ml / 12 drinks per minute
    - 32 °C / 90 °F ambient temperature
    - 350 ml / 8 drinks per minute
  - **Units can supply drinks under 4.4 °C / 39 °F, at rated draw performance continuously as long as ice is kept on cold plate.**

**Customer Service:**
If you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.be

**Warranty:**
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.

**ICE COOLER SPECIFICATIONS:**
- **Model:**
  - **DIMENSIONS:**
    - 22" width: 558 mm / 22.00 inches
    - 30" width: 762 mm / 30.00 inches
    - 44" width: 1117 mm / 44.00 inches
  - **Depth:**
    - 775 mm / 30.50 inches
  - **Electrical:**
    - 115VAC/60Hz, 3 AMPs
    - 230VAC/50Hz, 1.5 AMPs
  - **ICE (CUBE):**
    - Model 22": capacity: 82 kg / 164 pounds
    - Model 30": capacity: 113 kg / 249 pounds
    - Model 44": capacity: 163 kg / 359 pounds
  - **Weight:**
    - Model 22" with ice: 184 kg / 405 pounds
    - Model 30" with ice: 238 kg / 524 pounds
    - Model 44" with ice: 344 kg / 758 pounds
  - **ICE MAKER COMPATIBILITY:**
    - Accepts 30" and 22" wide ice makers (adapters may be required).
    - Manual front load when ice maker installed.
    - Variable automatic agitation timer.
  - **Flex Manifold Configuration:**
    - 8 valve: 3-1-1-3
    - 10 valve: 3-1-2-1-3
    - Note: specifications are the same for 8 and 10 valve.
  - **Draw Performance:**
    - Number of drinks below 4.4 °C / 39 °F.
    - 24 °C / 75 °F ambient temperature
    - 350 ml / 12 drinks per minute
    - 32 °C / 90 °F ambient temperature
    - 350 ml / 8 drinks per minute
  - **Units can supply drinks under 4.4 °C / 39 °F, at rated draw performance continuously as long as ice is kept on cold plate.**

**Customer Service:**
If you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.be

**Warranty:**
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.

**ICE COOLER SPECIFICATIONS:**
IBD 30 Without Coldplate

Customizable, efficient, and profit producing.

The IBD is Lancer’s N°1 selling self-serve dispenser now also without Cold Plate to be installed with remote cooling. Hard-plumbed syrup and water lines deliver excellent ice-cold drinks because of soda recirculation up to the valve entrance. Versatile valve configurations Plain Water, Soda Water and a portion-control option allow for easy beverage cost monitoring. Topped with a compelling wrap-around display, the IBD is a favorite of our customers.

Features:
- Industry standard platforms in 30” width - 8 valves, lever or push button dispensing versatility.
- Illuminated interchangeable front graphics, standard fluorescent 15 watt light bulb.
- Visual low-ice indicator lights up to alert the need for ice in the dispenser bin.
- High-capacity ice storage bin.
- High-capacity drip tray to handle customer ice and beverage over-fill helps avoid safety hazards and drink station clean-up from spills.
- Unique hex-drive ice agitation and dispense drive system for trouble-free operation and long service life.
- Multiple valve configurations available for self-serve and portion control operation to control beverage costs.
- Heavy duty stainless steel construction, exterior and interior
- Fully insulated storage bin and drip tray controls condensation and helps avoid moisture related safety hazards.
- Plumbing access front and rear for installation flexibility.

IBD 30.

Syrup, water and soda connections IBD 30” without Cold Plate.

IBD 30” Without coldplate

SPECIFICATIONS

• DIMENSIONS:
  Width: 762 mm / 30.00 inches
  Depth: 775 mm / 30.50 inches
  Height: 864 mm / 34.00 inches

• SPACE REQUIRED:
  Width: 762 mm / 30.00 inches
  Depth: 775 mm / 30.50 inches
  Height: 1,364 mm / 34.00 inches

• ELECTRICAL:
  230VAC/50Hz, 1.5 AMP

• WEIGHT:
  With ice: 188 kg / 414.5 pounds
  Shipping: 88 kg / 194.0 pounds

• ICE (CUBE):
  Capacity: 138 kg / 304.3 pounds
  Dispensable: 79 kg / 174.2 pounds

• FITTINGS:
  Soda inlets: 9.5 mm / 3/8 inches male barb
  Syrup inlets: 9.5 mm / 3/8 inches male barb

• VALVES:
  LVV, LEV® other valves available upon request

• MANIFOLD CONFIGURATION:

• DRAW PERFORMANCE:
  See specifications of the Remote Cooling Unit.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

ICE MAKER COMPATIBILITY.

• Accepts 30” and 22” wide ice makers (adapters may be required).
• Manual front load when ice maker installed.
• Variable automatic agitation timer.
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Bevariety Above Counter Ice Beverage Dispensers.

The Lancer Bevariety™ ACIB series offers 22", 30" and 44" dispensers. The dispenser is designed to offer limitless variety and unsurpassed drink quality-all on one dispenser. Reliability and easy maintenance are also hallmarks of the Bevariety™ ACIB.

Features:
- Cold carbonation for consistently better drink quality and colder drinks.
- Multi-Valve Unit (MVU) offers 10-brand on 22", 12 brand on 30" and 20 brand capability on 44" footprint.
- New multi-flavor nozzle design provides enhanced pour performance.
- Flexibility between multiflavor and LEV valve options (2 valve positions).
- 2-brand ambient product capability.
- Illuminated easily interchangeable merchandiser.
- Merchandiser graphic panels compatible with Lancer IBD product.
- Large capacity removable drip tray and cup rest.
- Carb/non-carb flexibility: 2 LEV positions, 2 MVU positions.
- Additional merchandising space for unique messaging on MVU.

Bevariety ACIB Specifications

- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - Model 22" width: 559 mm / 22.00 inches
  - Model 30" width: 762 mm / 30.00 inches
  - Model 44" width: 1,117 mm / 44.00 inches
  - Depth: 787 mm / 30.50 inches
  - Height: 902 mm / 35.50 inches
- **SPACE REQUIRED:**
  - Width: 775 mm / 30.50 inches
  - Depth: 775 mm / 30.50 inches
- **ELECTRICAL:**
  - 230VAC/50Hz, 3 AMPs
- **WEIGHT:**
  - Model 22" without ice: 122 kg / 268 pounds
  - Model 30" without ice: 148 kg / 326 pounds
  - Model 44" without ice: 244 kg / 540 pounds
  - Model 22" with ice: 190 kg / 418 pounds
  - Model 30" with ice: 262 kg / 577 pounds
  - Model 44" with ice: 380 kg / 837 pounds
  - Model 22" without ice: 132 kg / 291 pounds
  - Model 30" without ice: 161 kg / 354 pounds
  - Model 44" without ice: 270 kg / 595 pounds
  - Model 22" with ice: 190 kg / 418 pounds
  - Model 30" with ice: 262 kg / 577 pounds
  - Model 44" with ice: 380 kg / 837 pounds
- **ICE:**
  - Model 22": capacity: 68 kg / 150 pounds
  - Model 30": capacity: 113 kg / 250 pounds
  - Model 44": capacity: 150 kg / 330 pounds
- **FITTINGS:**
  - Soda inlets: 9.5 mm / 3/8 inches male barb
  - Syrup inlets: 9.5 mm / 3/8 inches male barb
- **WATER:**
  - Filtered water 3.4 bar / 50 Psi.
- **DRAW PERFORMANCE:**
  - Number of Drinks Below 4.4 °C / 39 °F.
    - 24 °C / 75°F Ambient Temperature
      - 12 cups / minute 12 oz / 350 ml
    - 32 °C / 90 °F Ambient Temperature
      - 8 cups / minute 12 oz / 350 ml
  - Units can supply drinks under 4.4 °C / 39 °F.
  - at rated draw performance continuously as long as ice is kept on cold plate.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
Bevariety Drop In Beverage Dispenser.

The Lancer Bevariety® Drop-In Dispenser is designed to offer limitless variety and unsurpassed drink quality—all on one dispenser. Reliability and easy maintenance are also hallmarks of the Bevariety® Drop-In.

Features:
- Cold-Contact Carbonation™ system and “Coldest Drink Design” provides best carbonation and coldest drinks in its class.
- Slanted cold plate for quicker drainage and cast-in carbonator tank.
- Multi-Valve Unit (MVU) expands brand variety to 12 dispensable flavors.
- Removable 2-valve center section accommodates optional multi-flavor valve.
- Flexibility between multiflavor and LEV valve options (2 valve positions) 6 valves with MVU, 8 valves.
- Easy touch portion controls or self serve levers.
- Optional electric water spigot w/front activation.
- Front barbed inlets for easier installation.
- Valves 3, 4, 5 and 6 have carb/non-carb flexibility.
- Non-CFC foamed Insulation.
- Hard plumbed stainless steel tower (SS tubes).
- Optional back marquee feature lighted graphics for maximum impact.
- Optional splash guards available.
- Ice bin has permanent sanitary cover.
- Build in or Free standing model available, all-stainless, clean design with no exposed Insulation.

Specifications
- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - Width: 635 mm / 25.00 inches
  - Depth: 635 mm / 25.00 inches
  - Height: 101 mm / 39.50 inches
- **ELECTRICAL:**
  - Dispenser 24 VAC 6 AMPS
  - Carbonator 230VAC/50Hz, 3 AMPS
- **WEIGHT:**
  - Without ice: 115 kg / 253 pounds
  - With ice: 165 kg / 365 pounds
  - Shipping: 134 kg / 296 pounds
- **ICE:**
  - Capacity:45 kg/ 100 pounds
- **FITTINGS:**
  - Soda inlets: 9.5 mm / 3/8” inches barb
  - Syrup inlets: 9.5 mm / 3/8” inches barb
- **WATER:**
  - Filtered water 3.4 bar / 50 Psi.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

Units can supply drinks under 4.4 °C / 39 °F, at rated draw performance continuously as long as ice is kept on cold plate.

*Based on internal testing, under equivalent conditions, a Coca-Cola Bevariety™ - (Lancer model 85-2308C-122-07 Coca-Cola Legacy - (Lancer model 85-2378T-122-01) and Pepsi Intellicarb (IMI Cornelius model CB23223AHFK8)
LANCER 4400 Ice Dispenser

The LANCER 4400 ID is Lancer’s n°1 selling self-serve ice dispenser. Topped with a compelling wrap-around display, the ID is a favorite of our customers.

Features:
• Front serviceability.
• Variable ice agitation.
• Stainless steel construction.
• Push and lever ice dispensing versatility.
• Low ice sensing with visual indicator.
• Illuminated interchangeable graphics.
• Available in 22” and 30”.

Specifications

• DIMENSIONS:
  22”
  • Width: 559 mm / 22.00 inches
  • Depth: 775 mm / 30.50 inches (incl. drip tray)
  • Height: 864 mm / 34.00 inches
  • Shipping weight: 77 kg / 169 pounds
  • Ice capacity: 82 kg / 180 pounds
  • Counterweight: 64 kg / 141 pounds (without ice)
  30”
  • Width: 775 mm / 30.00 inches
  • Depth: 775 mm / 30.00 inches (incl. drip tray)
  • Height: 864 mm / 34.00 inches
  • Shipping weight: 90 kg / 198 pounds
  • Ice capacity: 13 kg / 49 pounds
  • Counterweight: 79 kg / 174 pounds (without ice)

• ELECTRICAL:
  230V/50Hz
  Optional: 230V/60Hz or 115V/60Hz

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
The Lancer drop-in series

Ice Cooled Drop-in dispensers.
Minimal space – maximum dispensing capability.

The ICD series drop-in dispensers are designed using the highest quality materials and state-of-the-art technology providing our customers with consistent drink quality.

Features:
• ICD 2200 available with 5 or 6 valves.
• ICD 2300 available with 6 or 8 valves.
• ICD 2300 Sabre available with 6 valves.
• ICD 2330 available with 8 or 10 valves.
• Stainless Steel construction with sealed-in high performance cold plate.
• 3/4” drain with strainer to prevent ice blockage.
• Stainless Steel flooded soda manifold and multiple plain water configurations.
• Ice bin insulated with CFC free structural foam.
• Tower designed with removable splash plate and drip tray for easy cleaning.
• Lancer LEV or LWV valves available with Lever, Push Button, or Portion Control.
• Optional top merchandiser or back marquee features, with lighted graphics or LCD screen.

ICD dispensers
Specifications

• DIMENSIONS:
  Model 2200  15”
  Width: 382 mm / 15,00 inches
  Depth: 384 mm / 15,00 inches
  Height: 848 mm / 33,38 inches
  Model 2300 Sabre  23”
  Width: 584 mm / 23,00 inches
  Depth: 584 mm / 23,00 inches
  Height: 920 mm / 36,22 inches
  Model 23300  30”
  Width: 762 mm / 30,00 inches
  Depth: 584 mm / 23,00 inches
  Height: 895 mm / 35,23 inches

• FITTINGS:
  Syrup and soda inlet: 3/8 male barb.

• ELECTRICAL:
  24 VAC electrical system supplied using 230V transformer.

• WEIGHT:
  Model 2200: Ice capacity 27 kg / 59,5 pounds
  Shipping weight 66 kg / 145,5 pounds
  Model 2300: Ice capacity 45 kg / 99,2 pounds
  Shipping weight 118 kg / 260,1 pounds
  Model 23300: Ice capacity 59 kg / 130 pounds
  Shipping weight 125 kg / 275,6 pounds

• FLEX MANIFOLD CONFIGURATION:
  Model 2200 5 valve: 3-1-1 or 6 valve 3-2-1
  Model 2300 6 valve: 3-1-2 or 8 valve 3-2-3
  Model 23300 8 valve: 3-1-1-3

  or 10 valve 3-2-1-3

• KEY LOCK SWITCH

• DRAW PERFORMANCE:
  Number of drinks below 4.4 °C / 39 °F.
  24 °C / 75 °F Ambient Temperature
  2200 15” 6 cups / minute 12 oz / 350 ml
  2300 23” 10 cups / minute 12 oz / 350 ml
  23300 30” 15 cups / minute 12 oz / 350 ml

  71 l / 3 drinks per minute

Units can supply drinks under 4,4 °C / 39 °F at rated draw performance continuously as long as ice is kept on cold plate.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

Corporate office
Lancer Europe — Research & Development
Prosperity Court, Midpoint 10 — Unit B-9
Middlewich CW10 0GD — Cheshire, United Kingdom
Phone: +44-1606-837711
info@lancereurope.com

Lancer Europe — Warehousing & Distribution
Mechelsesteenweg 592, B-1950 Zaventem, Belgium
Phone: +32-2-755-2390
info@lancereurope.com

Lancer Europe — Warehousing & Distribution
Middelwijskaai 132, 8-1900 Zaventem, Belgium
Phone: +32-2-755-2390
info@lancereurope.com

CONVERSION STAND 15”X 23”.

OPTIONS

Marquee
Merchandiser
Splash Guards and power supply.
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*Based on internal testing, under equivalent conditions, a Coca-Cola BevarietyTM - (Lancer model 85-2308C-122-07 Coca-Cola Legacy - (Lancer model 85-2378T-122-01) and Pepsi Intellicarb (IMI Cornelius model CB23223AHFK8)
Ice Cooled Drop-in dispensers
Drop in 400 Build in or Free Standing Ice Chest.

Minimal space – maximum dispensing capability.

The ICD series drop-in dispensers are designed using the highest quality materials and state-of-the-art technology providing our customers with consistent drink quality.

Features:
• ICD 400 Drop-in free standing 21” x 23” and 15” x 23”.
• Stainless steel construction with or without sealed-in high performance cold plate.
• 15” x 22” model available with sealed-in Cold Plate 8 circuits post mix, 1/2” drain.
• 21” x 23” model available with sealed-in Cold Plate 9 circuits post mix, 1/2” drain.
• NSF approved sliding lids.

Specifications

• **DIMENSIONS:**
  - Model 400 15” x 22”:
    - Width: 559 mm / 22.00 inches,
    - Depth: 381 mm / 15.00 inches,
    - Height: 362 mm / 14.24 inches.
  - Model 400 21” x 23”:
    - Width: 584 mm / 23.00 inches,
    - Depth: 533 mm / 21.00 inches,
    - Height: 362 mm / 14.24 inches.

• **FITTINGS:**
  - Syrup and soda inlet: 3/8 male barb.

• **ICE CAPACITY:**
  - Model 400: 15” x 21”: 27 kg / 59.52 pounds
  - Model 400: 22” x 23”: 36 kg / 79.36 pounds

• **WEIGHT:**
  - Model 400: 15” x 21”:
    - Ice capacity 27 kg / 59.52 pounds
    - Shipping weight 66 kg / 145,50 pounds
    - Operating weight 83 kg / 182.98 pounds
  - Model 400: 21” x 23”:
    - Ice capacity 36 kg / 79.36 pounds
    - Shipping weight 108 kg / 238.09 pounds
    - Operating weight 126 kg / 277.78 pounds

• **MODELS WITH COLD PLATE:**
  - Draw performance:
    - Number of Drinks Below 4.4°C / 39 °F.
      - 24°C / 75°F Ambient Temperature
      - 2400    10 cups/ minute 12 oz/ 350 ml
      - 32°C / 90°F Ambient Temperature
      - 2400    7 cups/ minute 12 oz /350 ml
  - Units can supply drinks under 4.4 °C / 39 °F at rated draw performance continuously as long as ice is kept on cold plate.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
• Tower
  Flavor Craze
  Island base, Tower model 300
  Smart Tower
  Vin Tower
  Unicorn

• Counter Electric Dispenser
  RED 1
  Delta
  2500
  8000

• Remote cooling Units
  Delta Remote
  2500

• Premix Dispenser
  1500
  Delta
  Drope-in
  4500
Stainless Steel MVU Dispensing Tower.

The Lancer new Flavor Craze Tower is an ideal way to offer customers a flavor shot capable dispenser in a very small footprint. It is a small Multi Valve Unit with one nozzle, the state of the art technology is made with the highest quality materials and provides a unique drink experience. The tower not only offers the possibility of adding Flavor Shots to your drink, it also gives the possibility to choose between carbonated or non carbonated drinks.

Features:
- Multi Valve Unit expands brand variety to six dispensable flavors in the same space as two LEV’s.
- Hard plumbed stainless steel tower (SS tubes).
- All-stainless, highly cleanable surfaces with no exposed insulation.
- Island based dispensing tower.
- Designed for easy installation.
- Standard high quality LEV flow control technology.
- Programmable Portion Control with top off option.
- Shot size programming.
- Keylock switch.

Specifications

- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - Width: 191 mm / 7.5 inches
  - Depth: 235 mm / 9.25 inches
  - Height: 419 mm / 16.5 inches

- **ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:**
  - Tower: 24 VAC
  - Transformer included.

- **WEIGHT:**
  - Shipping: 7 kg / 15 lbs

- **FITTINGS:**
  - Water / soda inlets: 3/8 inches barb
  - Syrup inlets: 3/8 inches barb

- **VALVES:**
  - 1 Water flow control
  - 1 Soda flow control

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

---

FLAVOR CRAZE

Corporate office
6655 Lancer Boulevard
San Antonio, Texas 78219
(210) 310-7000

LANCER Europe — Research & Development
Prosperity Court, Midpoint 18 — Unit 8-9
Middlewich CW10 0GD — Cheshire, United Kingdom
Phone: +32-2-755-2390
PHaskayne@Lancereurope.com

LANCER Europe — Warehousing & Distribution
Mechelsesteenweg 592, B-1950 Zaventem, Belgium
Phone: +44-1606-837711
info@lancereurope.com

www.lancereurope.com
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LANCER Island Base Stainless Steel Towers.

Features:
- Stainless steel structure.
- Easy to install.
- Designed for 1 or 2 valves (7”).
- Designed for 5 or 6 valves (18”).
- Designed for 6 or 8 valves (23”).
- Lancer Volumetric Valve provides continuous, accurate brix ratio control.

Specifications
- MODEL 300:
  - Island Base Stainless Steel Tower
  - 1, 2, 5, 6 or 8 valves
- DIMENSIONS:
  - 7.5” (1 or 2 valves):
    - Width: 191 mm / 7.50 inches
    - Depth: 235 mm / 9.25 inches (incl. drip tray)
    - Height: 419 mm / 16.49 inches
    - Shipping weight: 7 kg / 15.4 pounds
  - 18” (5 or 6 valves):
    - Width: 470 mm / 18.50 inches
    - Depth: 367 mm / 14.44 inches (incl. drip tray)
    - Height: 406 mm / 15.98 inches
    - Shipping weight: 17 kg / 37.40 pounds
  - 23” (6 or 8 valves):
    - Width: 597 mm / 23.50 inches
    - Depth: 349 mm / 13.74 inches (incl. drip tray)
    - Height: 406 mm / 15.98 inches
    - Shipping weight: 19 kg / 41.88 pounds
- FITTINGS:
  - Soda and Syrup: 9 mm / 3/8” barbs.
- KEYLOCK SWITCH:
  - Standard with LEV valves.
- POWER SUPPLY INCLUDED.

Options
Ask for our competitively priced spare parts.
The Lancer Smart Tower introduces a new way of dispensing.

Features:
- Smart manifold allows carb, non-carb & mid carb on demand.
- Build for the QSR business, robust & easy to use.
- Large drain to ensure good sanitation.
- Small foot print, 580 mm / 22.83 inches wide, 400 mm / 15.74 inches deep, 600 mm / 23.62 inches high.
- Can be fitted with LVV or LEV 8 valves.
- “CO₂ out” light standard.
- Easy access to service.
- 2 year warranty.

Specifications
- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - Width: 580 mm / 22.83 inches
  - Depth: 400 mm / 15.74 inches
  - Height: 600 mm / 23.62 inches
- **SPACE REQUIRED:**
  - Width: 600 mm / 23.62 inches
  - Depth: 425 mm / 16.73 inches
- **ELECTRICAL:**
  - 24 Volts transformer included.
- **WEIGHT**
  - Empty: 15 kg / 33 pounds
  - Operating: 15 kg / 33 pounds
- **Solid 16 gauge construction 304 SS.**
- **Easy service hinged lid for access.**
- **Nozzle catcher as standard.**
- **Flexi manifold with facility for 2 carbonators, mid carb, plain water.**
- **3 x three way backblocks for instant conversion from soda to water or vice versa.**
- **Optional cup rack.**
- **Optional LED illumination of cup being dispensed.**
- **Two different dispense heights from nozzle to cup 200 mm / 7.87 inches and 250 mm / 9.84 inches with separate centre section.**
- **CO₂ out light On/Off switch for tower 24 volt.**

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
Unicorn Post Mix dispenser.

- **Retro Look** high profile above counter dispenser.
- **Re-imagines** the Bar Gun as a beautifully crafted eye level dispenser for customers.
- **Pours drinks** at customer level - not below the point of consumption like bar guns.

Features:

- Self contained, sleek design creates a small footprint with flexible clamp-on or through bar mounting.
- Pinpoint accuracy that is better than a bar gun with portion control, or manual pour for server convenience.
- Features volumetric technology and produces the highest quality drinks in business.
- Small footprint.
- Portion Control or manual pour.
- Illuminated Branding “customer view” possible.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

UNICORN Frozen Profit

The Unicorn is a dream come true.

Unicorn Post Mix dispenser.

- **Retro Look** high profile above counter dispenser.
- **Re-imagines** the Bar Gun as a beautifully crafted eye level dispenser for customers.
- **Pours drinks** at customer level - not below the point of consumption like bar guns.

Features:

- Self contained, sleek design creates a small footprint with flexible clamp-on or through bar mounting.
- Pinpoint accuracy that is better than a bar gun with portion control, or manual pour for server convenience.
- Features volumetric technology and produces the highest quality drinks in business.
- Small footprint.
- Portion Control or manual pour.
- Illuminated Branding “customer view” possible.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

UNICORN Specifications

- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - Width: 230 mm / 9 inches
  - Depth: 300 mm / 12 inches
  - Clamp on height: 690 mm / 27 inches
  - Through counter mounting: 640 mm / 25 inches
  - Total height: 960 mm / 38 inches

- **ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:**
  - 24 VAC 50/60 Hz

- **WEIGHT:**
  - Clamp on 15 kg / 33 pounds

- **FINISHED DRINKS FLOW RATES:**
  - 88 ml / sec 3.00 oz / sec
  - 66 ml / sec 2.25 oz / sec
  - 44 ml / sec 1.50 oz / sec

- **PRESSURE REQUIREMENTS:**
  - Water
    - Minimum flow pressure: 2.8 bar / 40 psi
    - Maximum flow pressure: 7.7 bar / 110 psi
  - Syrup
    - Minimum flow pressure (sugar): 1.4 bar / 20 psi
    - Minimum flow pressure (diet): 0.7 bar / 10 psi
    - Maximum flow pressure (sugar): 4.9 bar / 70 psi
    - Maximum flow pressure (diet): 4.9 bar / 40 psi

- **FITTINGS:**
  - Soda inlets: 3/8” male barb
  - Syrup inlets: 3/8” male barb

UNICORN

Frozen Profit

The Unicorn is a dream come true.

Unicorn Post Mix dispenser.

- **Retro Look** high profile above counter dispenser.
- **Re-imagines** the Bar Gun as a beautifully crafted eye level dispenser for customers.
- **Pours drinks** at customer level - not below the point of consumption like bar guns.

Features:

- Self contained, sleek design creates a small footprint with flexible clamp-on or through bar mounting.
- Pinpoint accuracy that is better than a bar gun with portion control, or manual pour for server convenience.
- Features volumetric technology and produces the highest quality drinks in business.
- Small footprint.
- Portion Control or manual pour.
- Illuminated Branding “customer view” possible.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

UNICORN Frozen Profit

The Unicorn is a dream come true.

Unicorn Post Mix dispenser.

- **Retro Look** high profile above counter dispenser.
- **Re-imagines** the Bar Gun as a beautifully crafted eye level dispenser for customers.
- **Pours drinks** at customer level - not below the point of consumption like bar guns.

Features:

- Self contained, sleek design creates a small footprint with flexible clamp-on or through bar mounting.
- Pinpoint accuracy that is better than a bar gun with portion control, or manual pour for server convenience.
- Features volumetric technology and produces the highest quality drinks in business.
- Small footprint.
- Portion Control or manual pour.
- Illuminated Branding “customer view” possible.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
Good things come in small packages.

Red 1, Lancer’s newest cold carbonated dispenser, is a state-of-the-art counter electric dispenser (CED) that is designed for the International market. Don’t let its size fool you; it’s power-packed with great features.

Features:

• Occupies a small area of counter space - only 343 mm (13.5 inch) wide.
• This small footprint is ideal when faced with space constraints.
• Extreme durability with all stainless steel cabinet, water bath, product lines and refrigeration deck.
• Available with five post-mix dispensing valves.
• Center valve features 3-way back block providing changeability from plain water to carbonated beverage without depressurizing system.
• Lancer's patented valve technology ensures consistent drink quality.
• Coca-Cola Sales Equipment Certified.
• The removable refrigeration deck provides easy maintenance.
• Earth Friendly - completely HFC-free insulating foam; Zero Global Warming Potential; Zero Ozone Depletion Potential.
• Reduced energy consumption by 40 % with Lancer’s exclusive Timed Agitation.
• Uses R134A refrigerant.
• Available with or without Mini-Pumps.
• Sleek, smooth appearance.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

Specifications:

- **Dimensions:**
  - Width: 343 mm / 13.50 inches
  - Depth: 699 mm / 27.50 inches
  - Height: 540 mm / 21.00 inches

- **Space Required:**
  - Width: 387 mm / 15.20 inches
  - Depth: 591 mm / 23.20 inches

- **Electrical:**
  - 230V, 50Hz, 3,3 AMPs

- **Weight**
  - Empty: 60 kg / 132.20 pounds
  - Operating: 81 kg / 178.50 pounds
  - Shipping: 70 kg / 154.30 pounds

- **Ice Bank Weight**
  - 5 to 6 kg / 11 - 13 pounds

- **Valves:**
  - Lancer’s standard LEV®

- **Fittings:**
  - Soda inlets: 0.5 mm male barb
  - Syrup inlets: 0.5 mm male barb

- **Flex Manifold Configuration:**
  - 5 valves

- **Compressor:**
  - 1/4 hp

- **Motors:**
  - Agitator: 15 W
  - Condenser fan: 9 W

- **Ice Bank Control:**
  - Lancer Electronic Ice Bank Control

- **Transformer:**
  - 230V Primary / 24 VAC Secondary

- **Valves:**
  - LEV® standard

- **Water Bath Capacity:**
  - 18 liters / 3.95 gallons

- **Draw Performance:**
  - Number of drinks below 4°C / 39.20°F
  - 32°C / 89.60°F ambient temperature
  - 33 drinks; at a rate of 2 – 0.35 liters/minute / 12.50 ounces

*Based on internal testing, under equivalent conditions, a Coca-Cola Bevariety™ - (Lancer model 85-2308C-122-07 Coca-Cola Legacy - (Lancer model 85-2378T-122-01) and Pepsi Intellicarb (IMI Cornelius model CB23223AHFK8)*
CED 9000 Delta III

Units that are space efficient and cost effective.

The CED 9000 (Delta III) is designed using the highest quality materials and state-of-the-art technology providing our customers with consistent drink quality.

Features:
- Stainless Steel cabinet, water bath, product lines; removable refrigeration deck.
- Available with 5 or 6 post-mix dispensing valves.
- All valves can be serviced independently.
- Insulation is CFC-free, 0 GWP (Global Warming Potential) structural foam.
- Multiple non-carbonated drinks available through adjustable valve back block technology.
- Consistent cold carbonation for improved drink quality.
- Syrup and water are accessible from the rear of cabinet.
- Full wrap around merchandising.
- Shrouded cabinet with illuminated graphics available.
- Fully lowered top provides air circulation for more efficient operation.
- R134a Refrigerant.

Specifications:
- DIMENSIONS:
  - Width: 429 mm / 16.88 inches
  - Depth: 649 mm / 25.78 inches
  - Height: 657 mm / 27.86 inches
- ELECTRICAL:
  - 230VAC/50Hz, 4.5 AMPS
  - 230VAC/60Hz, 4.5 AMPS
  - 115VAC/60Hz, 9 AMPS
- WEIGHT:
  - Empty: 66.2 kg
  - Operating: 108 kg
  - Shipping: 73 kg
- ICE:
  - Capacity: 11.3 - 12.7 kg
- FITTINGS:
  - Water inlets: 9.5 mm / 3/8 inches male barb
  - Syrup inlets: 9.5 mm / 3/8 inches male barb
- VALVES:
  - LEV® other valves available upon request
- FLEX MANIFOLD CONFIGURATION:
  - 5 Valve: 3-2
  - 6 Valve: 3-3
- KEY LOCK SWITCH
- COMPRESSOR: 1/3 hp
- MOTORS:
  - Agitator: 25 w
  - Condenser fan: 9 w
- ICE BANK CONTROL:
  - Lancer Electronic Ice Bank Control
- TRANSFORMER:
  - 24VAC secondary
- WATER:
  - Capacity: 42 l
- DRAW PERFORMANCE:
  - Number of drinks below 4.4 °C / 40 °F.
  - 32 °C / 90 °F ambient temperature
  - 2/350 ml drinks (12 oz) / sec. 125 drinks
  - 4/350 ml drinks (12 oz) / sec. 97 drinks
  - 40 °C / 105 °F ambient temperature
  - 2/350 ml drinks (12 oz) / sec. 115 drinks
  - 4/350 ml drinks (12 oz) / sec. 92 drinks

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.

Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
CED 2500 ‘Monarch’.

Features:
- Post-Mix, 6 or 8 valves.
- All valves can be serviced independently from the front.
- 25 kg / 55 pounds ice bank, flooded manifold.
- 360° graphics increases brand awareness for improved beverage sales.
- Insulation is CFC-free, (0 Global Warming Potential structural foam).
- Carb to non-carb changeover possible on 3 valves.
- Designed for superior performance, reliability and ease of serviceability.
- Lancer electronic ice bank control technology.
- Removable refrigeration deck reduces service time and cost.
- Compressor start delay protection against electrical supply fluctuations.
- Lancer Volumetric Valve provides continuous, accurate brix ratio control.
- 25 kg / 55 pounds ice bank, flooded manifold.
- All valves can be serviced independently from the front.
- 3-1-1-3 with plain water option on 3, 4, & 5 valves.
- 3-2-1 with plain water option on 4 & 5 valves.
- Condenser fan: 35 W
- Transformer: 24VAC secondary
- 75 °F 40 °F
- Agitator: 25 W
- Motors: 3/4 Hp
- Ice Bank Control: Lancer Electronic Ice Bank Control
- Transformer: 24VAC secondary
- Valves: LEV® standard
- Water Bath Capacity: 95 liters / 21 gallons
- Refrigeration Capacity: When supplied with 24 °C / 75 °F incoming water, 24 °C / 75 °F syrup and with room temperature at 24 °C / 75 °F, the unit will dispense an indefinite amount of 12 ounce drinks at a temperature of 4.5 °C / 40 °F or below, drawn at a rate of 2 drinks per minute. Full recovery of ice bank requires about 2.5 hours.
- Flex Manifold Configuration: 6 LEV® 3-2-1 with plain water option on 3, 4, & 5 valves
- Warranty: For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be.

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Lancer CED 8000 High Performance Dispenser.

The CED 8000 is designed using the highest quality materials and state-of-the-art technology providing our customers with consistent drink quality.

Features:
- Post-Mix, 6 or 8 valves.
- All valves can be serviced independently from the front.
- Built-in Lancer cold carbonator with electronic level control.
- Meets climate condition C criteria.
- 360° graphics increases brand awareness for improved beverage sales.
- Insulation is CFC-free, 0 GWP (Global Warming Potential) structural foam.
- Carb to non-carb changeover possible on 3 valves.
- Designed for superior performance, reliability and ease of serviceability.
- Lancer Volumetric Valve provides continuous, accurate brix ratio control.
- Lancer electronic ice bank control technology.
- Removable refrigeration deck reduces service time and cost.
- Air filtered Condenser (filter easy removable for cleaning).
- Compressor start delay protection against electrical supply fluctuations.
- Stainless Steel cabinet, water bath, product lines and drip tray assembly.
- R134A Refrigerant.

Options:
- Lancer valves available with Lever, Push Button or Portion Control.
- Alternative valves available on request.
- Integral syrup pumps.
- Lighted graphic merchandiser.
- Ask for our competitively priced spare parts.

Specifications:
- Dimensions: 610 mm / 24.00 inches
- Depth: (incl drip tray) 727 mm / 28 5/8 inches
- Height: 778 mm / 30 5/8 inches
- Electrical:
  - Mains: 230V/50Hz/1 Ph
  - Run current: 7.0 Ampere
  - Other: 220V/60Hz, 115V/60Hz
- Weight:
  - Ice bank weight: 25 kg / 55.1 pounds
  - Empty: 135 kg / 297.6 pounds
  - Operating: 223 kg / 491.6 pounds
  - Shipping: 145 kg / 319.7 pounds
- Valves:
  - 6 or 8 LANCER LEV® or volumetric valves
- Refrigeration:
  - Compressor size: 3/4 HP
  - Refrigerant: R-134a
  - Condenser type: copper / aluminium
  - Control device: capillary tube
- Carbonator CO₂ Pressure:
  - 5.17 bar / 75 Psi
- Carbonator Pump:
  - 100 GHP / 360 litre per hr
- Continuous Drink Capacity:
  - 120 cups/hr – 350 ml / 12 oz drinks under 4.4 °C / 39 °F
  - 24 °C / 75 °F ambient, inlet water and syrup
- Peak Drink Capacity:
  - 2-350 ml (12 oz) drinks at 24 °C / 75 °F: indefinite
  - 4-350 ml (12 oz) drinks at 24 °C / 75 °F: indefinite
  - Full pull down time at 24 °C / 75 °F = 2:30 hr
  - Recovery time at 24 °C / 75 °F = 1:45 hr
- Water Bath:
  - Volume: 76 l / 20 gallons

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
Generic Equipment & Accessories

- Other
  2500 Deck
  Bargun — 4 button
  Bargun — 6 button
  Bargun — PEPSI

- Coolers
  Cooler — Blitz Chiller
  Cooler — Handy Chiller
  Cooler — Vin Podium

- Carbonator
  Turbo Carbonator

www.lancereurope.com
The Lancer Green Solution.
A plug and play solution to refrigerant problems of the future.

- The Lancer R&D department has developed a CO₂ deck in line with recent environmental announcements.
- Thanks to the unique Lancer feature of the interchangeable cooling deck working dispensers can be field retro fitted with a CO₂ cooling deck.
- A simple operation that takes not more than one hour.
- The Lancer replaceable deck reduces the cost of moving to environmentally refrigerants such as CO₂.
- By replacing the existing deck by a CO₂ deck, one can save the cost of renewing the dispensing part of the equipment.

蓥 The CO₂ Compressor Deck concept.
Simply replace the old deck with a Lancer CO₂ deck. Leaving the dispensing equipment as it is.
A simple cost and time saving operation.

Specifications
Refrigerant
- CO₂: 511 gram / 18.02 oz.
- ELECTRICAL: 230VAC / 50HZ.
- ICE capacity: 23 kilo / 50.7 pounds

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.com

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
Lancer introduces the Recirculation Bar Gun.

- Meets Coca-Cola ratio standards for all current and new HCYS syrups at 44 ml a second finished drink flow.
- Every Flow Control Module is tested and guaranteed to meet Coca-Cola ratio standards.
- Ratio control from the front of flow control module allows much easier access.
- Any flow control module can be easily changed in the field to fix orifice.
- Tubing is all one size with larger ID than competition.
- Tubing will not transmit pungent flavors to adjoining tubes.
- Removal and re-installation of bottom plate on handle does not cause spring assembly to pop out and be lost.
- All push buttons are interchangeable with competitors.
- Improved nozzle assembly ensures no flavor carry-over, good finished-drink stratification and carbonation.
- Bar gun can be field converted to have one or more juice selections.

Recirculation 4 Flavor Bar Gun Hand Grip.

A well designed construction makes field repair or adjustments very easy.

Recirculation 4 Flavor Bar Gun Flow Control Unit.

Valve assembly can be removed from the Flow Control Module without depressurizing the system.

****

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.

Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

**Based on internal testing, under equivalent conditions, a Coca-Cola Bevariety™ (Lancer model 85-2308C-122-07) Coca-Cola Legacy (Lancer model 85-2378T-122-01) and Pepsi Intellicarb (IMI Cornelius model CB23223AHFK8)

Working pressures:

**WATER**
- Minimum flow pressure: 2.8 bar / 40 psi
- Maximum flow pressure: 7.7 bar / 110 psi

**SYRUP**
- Minimum flow pressure: 1.4 bar / 20 psi
- Maximum flow pressure: 4.9 bar / 70 psi

**Specifications**

**Different Sheath Length**
- **STANDARD LENGTHS**
  - 910 mm / 36 inches
  - 1.219 mm / 48 inches
- **OPTIONAL**
  - 1.422 mm / 56 inches
  - 1.822 mm / 72 inches
  - 2.100 mm / 84 inches

**Working pressures:**

**WATER**
- Minimum flow pressure: 2.8 bar / 40 psi
- Maximum flow pressure: 7.7 bar / 110 psi

**SYRUP**
- Minimum flow pressure: 1.4 bar / 20 psi
- Maximum flow pressure: 4.9 bar / 70 psi
Lancer introduces the Recirculation Bar Gun.

- Meets Coca-Cola ratio standards for all current and new HCYS syrups at 44 ml / 1.5 ounces sec. finished drink flow.
- Every Flow Control Module is tested and guaranteed to meet Coca-Cola ratio standards.
- Ratio control from the front of flow control module allows much easier access.
- Any flow control module can be easily changed in the field to fix orifice.
- Tubing is all one size with larger ID than competition.
- Tubing will not transmit pungent flavors to adjoining tubes.
- Removal and re-installation of bottom plate on handle does not cause spring assembly to pop out and be lost.
- All push buttons are interchangeable with competitors.
- Improved nozzle assembly ensures no flavor carry-over, good cup stratification and carbonation.
- Bar gun can be field converted to have one or more juice selections.

Recirculation 6 Flavor Bar Gun Hand Grip.

A well designed construction makes field repair or adjustments very easy.

Recirculation 6 Flavor Bar Gun Flow Control Unit.

Valve assembly can be removed from the Flow Control Module without depressurizing the system.

Specifications
Different Sheath Length

- STANDARD LENGTHS
  - 910 mm / 36 inches
  - 1,219 mm / 48 inches
- OPTIONAL
  - 1,422 mm / 56 inches
  - 1,822 mm / 72 inches
  - 2,100 mm / 84 inches

Working pressures:

- WATER
  - Minimum flow pressure: 2.8 bar / 40 psi
  - Maximum flow pressure: 7.7 bar / 110 psi
- SYRUP
  - Minimum flow pressure: 1.4 bar / 20 psi
  - Maximum flow pressure: 4.9 bar / 70 psi

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
**Cooper Cooler Blitz Chiller.**

**Features:**
- Fast acting drinks chiller.
- Suitable for water bottles 330 ml, beer bottles 330 ml and cans 330 ml.
- Safe to chill carbonated drinks.
- 90 times faster than a refrigerator.
- 40 times faster than a freezer.
- Drive Roller.
- Non-slip feet.
- Full instructions included with temperature guides.
- 2-pin European plug.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>330 mm / 12.99 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>140 mm / 5.51 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>200 mm / 7.87 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>3.3 kg / 72.75 pounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:**
- 24 VAC

**COOLING CAPACITY:**
- 25 °C / 77 °F to 6 °C / 43 °F
  - Aluminium can: 1 minute
  - 330ml bottle: 3.5 minutes
  - 750ml bottle: 6 minutes

**WARRANTY:**
- 2 years
  Apply for terms and conditions.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.

Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
Cooper Cooler Chiller.

Features:
- Unique tabletop chill on demand drink chiller.
- Suitable for wine bottles, beer bottles and cans.
- Safe to chill carbonated drinks.
- 90 times faster than a refrigerator.
- 40 times faster than a freezer.
- Touch-pad timer.
- Drive Roller.
- ‘Add ice’ indicator light.
- Water exit jet.
- Removable lid cap.
- Non-slip feet.
- Full instructions included with temperature guides.
- 2-pin European plug.

By simply adding water and ice and sealing your drink of choice inside, the Handy Chiller uses its patented cooling system and rotates the drink and works its magic to obtain maximum chill in a matter of minutes!

HANDY CHILLER

SPECIFICATIONS

- DIMENSIONS:
  Width: 330 mm / 12.99 inches
  Depth: 140 mm / 5.51 inches
  Height: 200 mm / 7.87 inches
  Weight: 3.3 kg / 72.75 pounds

- ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:
  24 VAC

- COOLING CAPACITY:
  25 °C / 77 °F to 6 °C / 43 °F
  Aluminum can: 1 minute
  330 ml bottle: 3.5 minutes
  750 ml bottle: 6 minutes

- WARRANTY: 2 years
  Apply for terms and conditions.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
COOPER Vin Podium

Attractively display your bottle while chilling, on demand, during parties, entertaining!
When unexpected guests arrive, or when you desire a cold bottle at a moments notice.

Features:
• Flexibility to chill to various temperatures.
• Suitable for 750 ml, 1.5 l wine and champagne bottles.
• Safe to chill carbonated drinks.
• 10 times faster than a refrigerator.
• 5 times faster than a freezer.
• Digital automatic timer setting, 1-30 minutes.
• Adjustable bottle retaining collar.
• Attractive styling for chilling and displaying.
• Non-slip feet.
• Full instructions included with temperature guides.

By simply adding water and ice and set the timer, the Vin Podium uses it’s patented cooling system and chill in a matter of minutes!

SPECIFICATIONS

• DIMENSIONS:
  Width: 152 mm / 5.88 inches
  Depth: 276 mm / 10.87 inches
  Height: 371 mm / 14.61 inches
  Weight: 1.4 kg / 30.86 pounds

• ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:
  24 VAC

• COOLING CAPACITY:
  750 ml bottles: 25 °C / 77 °F
  21 °C / 69 °F:
    3 minutes
  18 °C / 64 °F:
    3 minutes
  14 °C / 57 °F:
    5 minutes
  12 °C / 54 °F:
    6 minutes

  1.5 l bottles: 25 °C / 77 °F
  21 °C / 69 °F:
    3 minutes
  16 °C / 64 °F:
    5 minutes
  13 °C / 55 °F:
    6 minutes

• WARRANTY: 2 years
  Apply for terms and conditions.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

*Based on internal testing, under equivalent conditions, a Coca-Cola BevarietyTM - (Lancer model 85-2308C-122-07 Coca-Cola Legacy - (Lancer model 85-2378T-122-01) and Pepsi Intellicarb (IMI Cornelius model CB23223AHFK8) COOLER Vin Podium Spec Sheet 11/12
Lancer Turbo Carbonator.

Features:
- Stainless steel base with rubber feet
- Dual 3/8” male flare soda outlets
- Solid state electronics
- High capacity for fast flow valves
- 100 GPH pump

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:
- 220V, 50/60 Hz, 1438 RPM
- 115V, 60Hz, 1725 RPM

FITTINGS:
- Soda outlets: two 3/8 inch male flare

PUMP:
- 100 GPH

PERFORMANCE DATA:
- 16 inch inlet water: carbonation levels of 6,0 volumes
- 24 inch inlet water: carbonation levels of 5,5 volumes
- 24 inch inlet water: maximum flow: carbonation levels of 5,3 volumes

Ask for our competitively priced spare parts.
Frozen Beverage

- Frozen Beverage Dispenser
  - Model 352
  - Model 362
Frozen Beverage Dispenser.

- Low volume solution for smaller outlets:
- Nightclubs and bars.
- Convenience stores.

Features:
- FBD dispensers are capable of pouring: FCB-Frozen Carbonated Beverages
  - FUB-Frozen Uncarbonated Beverages
- FCB overrun of 100% or more, means 10% syrup + 40% water + 50% CO₂.
- FUB higher syrup usage lower profits, means 20% syrup 80% water.
- Inline Carbonation creates consistent over-run maximizing quality and yield.
- Software controlled freeze maintains constant viscosity.
- FBD provides the most barrels in the least amount of space.
- Back lit Flavor cards and indicator lights are more effective in increasing sales.
- Rapid-Freeze patented system improves recovery and draw-time, while reducing compressor time.

Specifications
Countertop Unit:

- DIMENSIONS:
  - Width: 432 mm / 17.00 inches
  - Depth: 686 mm / 27.00 inches
  - Height: 864 mm / 34.00 inches
- CAPACITY (50HZ):
  - Barrel size: 2.4 litres / 85 oz

Continuous draw:
- 0.47 litre/min. 16 oz/min alternating barrels.

- RECOVERY TIMES:
  - 4 min
- ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:
  - 215 to 254 VAC 10 amps, (50Hz)
- MOTORS:
  - Beater (2x): 1/8 HP
  - Fan (1x): 1/12 HP
- REQUIREMENTS:
  - Fresh water, minimum 3/8 (9.5 mm) supply.
- SPACE REQUIREMENTS:
  - Sides or back: 51 mm / 2 inches
  - Minimum top: 305 mm / 12 inches

Options:
- One, Two, or Three Barrel Dispenser
- With Merchandiser

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

Lancer Europe — Research & Development
Prosperity Court, Midpoint 18 — Unit 8-9
Middlewich CW10 0GD — Cheshire, United Kingdom
Phone: +44-1606-837711
Phaskayne@lancereurope.com

Lancer Europe — Warehousing & Distribution
Mechelsesteenweg 592, B-1930 Zaventem, Belgium
Phone: +32-2-755-2390
info@lancereurope.com

FBD 352 Frozen Profit

FBD 352 series exploded view

FBD 352 Frozen Profit

FBD 350 series.

*Based on internal testing, under equivalent conditions, a Coca-Cola Bevariety™ (Lancer model 85-2308C-122-07) Coca-Cola Legacy™ (Lancer model 85-2378T-122-01) and Pepsi Intellicarb® (IMI Cornelius model CB23223AHFK8)
Frozen Beverage Dispenser.

High Capacity for:
- Theme Parcs.
- QSR restaurants.
- Cinemas.

Features:
- FBD dispensers are capable of pouring: FCB-Frozen Carbonated Beverages
  FUB-Frozen Uncarbonated Beverages
- FCB Overrun of 100% or more, means 10% syrup + 40% water + 50% CO₂.
- FUB Higher syrup usage lower profits, means 20% syrup 80% water.
- Inline Carbonation creates consistent overrun maximizing quality and yield.
- Software controlled freeze maintains constant viscosity.
- FBD provides the most barrels in the least amount of space.
- Back lit Flavor cards and indicator lights are more effective in increasing sales.
- Rapid-Freeze patented system improves recovery and draw-time, while reducing compressor time.

FBD 560 series.

Options:
- 2 barrel, three barrel, four barrel unit.

FBD 560 series exploded view

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.com

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

FBD 562 Specifications

Countertop Unit:
- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - Width: 432 mm / 17.00 inches
  - Depth: 822 mm / 32.38 inches
  - Height: 1052 mm / 41.40 inches
  (with merchandiser door)
- Unit on base cart:
  - Height: 1915 mm / 75.40 inches
  (with merchandiser door)
- **CAPACITY [50HZ]:**
  - Barrels: 5 litres / 176 oz

Continuous draw:
1.89 litre/min - 46 oz/min alternating barrels.

**RECOVERY TIMES:**
- 4 min

**ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:**
- 215 to 254 VAC single phase; 3 wire, 30 amps, (50 Hz).

**REFRIGERATION:**
- 19,000 BTU/hr, R-404A (50 Hz)

**SPACE REQUIREMENTS:**
- Sides or back: 25 mm / 0.98 inches

**WEIGHT:**
- Base cabinet: 30.4 kg / 67 lb

**SYRUP CONNECTION:**
- Bag-In-Box (BIB)

**MOTORS:**
- 50Hz

**BEATER:**
- (2) 1/6 HP (120 W)

**FAN:**
- (1) 1/4 HP (135 W)

**WATER REQUIREMENTS:**
- Fresh water, minimum 3/8 inches supply, 30 psi flowing (207 kPa)

**OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:**
- Base cabinet w/casters (Part #12-2493-0001)
- Leg kit (set of 4) (Part #12-2533-0001).
- Painted or stainless steel side panels.
- Water-cooled unit.
- Various door options (see spec sheet).
- Remote condenser (see spec sheet).

**Specifications**

**Options:**
- 2 barrel, three barrel, four barrel unit.
Beer Equipment & Accessories

- **Beer Dispensers**
  - Beer Chiller — Blizzard GP7
  - Siberian Elite Chiller
  - Four Shot Dispenser
  - Smart Draw
  - Smart Cart

www.lancereurope.com
The Lancer Countertop Beer Cooler.

- A very compact countertop beer dispensing system.
- Portability - pool side, special events, stadiums etc.
- Plug and Play, ready in 9 minutes.
- 500 ml / 17.50 ounces draws per minute continuously at or below -1.5 °C / 29.3 °F.
- No foam waste, savings can be as high as 30 % of beer costs.
- Keg must be pressure regulated.
- Cold plate continuous product cooling.

Specifications

- **TEMPLATE DIMENSIONS:**
  - Width: 330 mm / 12.90 inches
  - Depth: 685 mm / 26.90 inches
  - Height: 508 mm / 20.00 inches
- **SPACE REQUIREMENTS:**
  - Left side: 25 mm / 0.98 inches
- **ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:**
  - 230 VAC / 7.8 amps / 50Hz
- **WEIGHT:**
  - Functional: 65 kg / 143.30 pounds
  - Shipping: 68 kg / 149.91 pounds
- **REFRIGERANT:**
  - 404A / 1400 gram
- **FITTINGS:**
  - Product inlet: 3/8 male flare
- **Cabinet construction**
  - Stainless steel
- **Robust construction**
  - Stainless splash plate
  - Removable drip tray

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.

Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
GP7 Remote Glycol Chiller.

Features:
- Remote integral Glycol chiller (self contained).
- Stainless Steel cabinet construction.
- Low installation, operating and maintenance costs.
- Lift out refrigeration for ease of service.
- Large glycol bath, 40 litres / 8.79 gallons.
- Semi submersible pump in various sizes to suit most installs.
- Digital thermostat with large easy-read display.
- Available with 6 x 6 m / 236 x 236 inches coils as option.
- Large adjustable legs or castors for ease install.
- Also available as Ice Bank version with coils.

Options:
- Available with 6 x 6 m / 236 x 236 inches coils.
- Available as Ice Bank version with coils.

GP7 Chiller Specifications

- TEMPLATE / DIMENSIONS:
  - Width: 435 mm / 17.12 inches
  - Depth: 500 mm / 19.68 inches
  - Height incl. legs: 660 mm / 25.98 inches
- SPACE REQUIRED:
  - Left side: 25 mm / 0.98 inches
  - Right side: 25 mm / 0.98 inches
- ELECTRICAL: 230 V 50Hz
- COOLING CAPACITY: 1.7 K w.
- FITTINGS: 3/8 in and outlet.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.com.

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
Delivering the coldest beer, and creating tasty profits.

The key to cool profits, serving ice cold beer with a Lancer Beer system. The most efficient, high performance chiller on the market.

Features:
- The Lancer Siberian Elite Chiller is a high performance glycol unit.
- The Siberian Elite can be located in ambient temperatures, allowing valuable cool room space to be kept free for product storage.
- The Siberian Elite, with its improved technology, reduces compressor cycle times by up to 15%, minimizing compressor wear, ensuring a longer life and energy savings.
- Easy access to the unit, via the hinged, removable, resin lid, results in easy access for maintenance and reduced service costs.
- New improved tank, polyethylene double skinned tank with polyurethane injected foam insulation.

Specifications:
- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - Width: 581 mm / 22.87 inches
  - Depth: 581 mm / 22.87 inches
  - Height: 1,200 mm / 47.25 inches
- **ELECTRICAL:** 220V/60Hz
- **WEIGHT**
  - Empty: 80 kg / 176.40 pounds
  - Operating: 244 kg / 537.90 pounds
  - Shipping: 83 kg / 182.90 pounds
- **PUMPS:**
  - Grundfoss SPK 2 - 11
    - 38 litres / 8.35 gallons per minute — 600 litres / 131.90 gallons per hour.
  - Grundfoss SPK 4 – 11
    - 76 litres / 16.70 gallons per minute — 1200 litres / 265 gallons per hour.
- **HP:** 4 hp to 13.6 hp
- **GLYCAL BATH CAPACITY:**
  - 159 liters / 34.90 gallons
- **THERMOSTAT:** electric
- **OPTIONS:**
  - Single or dual pump options available.
  - 38 litres / 8.35 gallons per minute or 76 litres / 16.70 gallons per minute as standard. Other options available. POA.
- Refrigeration capacities available in 4 hp, 6.7 hp, 10.7 hp and 13.4 hp.
- Manifolds complete with backcheck valves.
- Glycol percent kit (refractometer) 32 °C

Ambient temperature 33 drinks; at a rate of 2 – 0.35 liters per minute - 12.5 ounces per minute.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
The Lancer Four Shot Dispenser.

Features:
- 4 x 0.568 litres / 1 pint in under 8 seconds.
- Ergonomically faster.
- High Impact LED illuminated branding panel.
- Dispenses any Lager or Bitter.
- Can be configured to pour single or multiple brands.
- Integral drain.
- Configured as either portion control or weights and measures.
- Data functionality details.
- Details total numbers of pours.
- Keg empty feature optional.
- By-pass modes to allow easy cleaning.
- Designed to hold cardboard trays making it ergonomically faster to use than any other system on the market.

Pour Your Way Into “PROFIT”.
SMART DRAW

**Event Tap**

The Lancer Event Tap.

- Ability to pour at 4 seconds per pint.
- Mechanical operation.
- Pre-set foam control.
- Handheld device.
- Retro fit onto an existing system.
- Single handed operation.

**Easy Tap**

The Lancer Easy Tap.

- Ability to pour at 6 seconds per pint.
- Mechanical operation.
- Retro fit onto an existing dispense font and system.
- Single handed operation.

**Specifications**

- All Stainless Steel Constructions.
- With food grade plastic components.
- Suitable for pressures up to 4 bar / 58 psi.
- Also available with Guinness or Bitter nozzle.
- Comes complete with sanitizing nozzle.
- Optional washout nozzle.
LANCER’s mobile convertible drink distribution solution.

- The Lancer Smart Cart is an excellent mobile selling point with different options of selling or distributing cold pre mix soft drinks package products, (cans, bottles), draft beer, or even warm food.
- The Smart Cart can be easily converted in a few simple steps.
- You will always be ready to serve the right drink or food for the public expected.

Features:
- Equipped with puncture-proof tyres with braking system.
- Quick change product merchandising with snap - frame system.
- Provides draft beer on the move, holds 1 x 50 litres / 11 gallons kegs, or 3 x 20 litres / 4.4 gallons kegs.
- Polyurethane hard foam insulation keeps product cold up to 5 hours.
- Cup holders to fit any size of cup, double handlebar provides maneuverability.
- No power required.
- OPTIONAL: Ice-Cooled Cassette for extra cooling of beer or pre-mix.

Customer Service:
Should you require more information about our products, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service desk at info@Lancereurope.be

Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives. Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

Smart Cart options:
- Mobile Draft Beer Dispenser.
- Mobile Ice Cooled Pre-Mix soft drink dispensing solution.
- Mobile warm food dispensing solution with optional heat pads.

Specifications

- DIMENSIONS
  - Width: 840 mm / 33 inches
  - Depth: 980 mm / 39 inches
  - Height: 1,410 mm / 56 inches
- WEIGHT
  - Empty: 63 kg / 138.3 pounds

Smart Cart options

- Different wheel options.
- From cold to warm convertible.
- Keep food warm with heat-pads.
- Easily changeable merchandising system.
- Fully portable system.
- No power supply required.
- Keep product hot or cold for up to 5 hours.
- Easy convertible from beer to soft drink.
- Can be equipped with various tap options.
- Integrated CO₂ system, with regulator.

www.lancereurope.com